Optimize Your Healthcare Supply Chain Performance: A Strategic Approach
Synopsis
If you are not optimizing supply chain performance, you are missing the opportunity to control costs, improve patient safety, and increase nurse and physician satisfaction. This book provides the information you need to understand and improve supply chain management at your organization. Written for senior leaders, this book explains how to enable your team to make sound supply chain decisions. Selecting where to make changes, when to use different supply chain approaches, and how to find greater value are at the heart of this book. This practical resource provides guidelines for ensuring optimal supply chain operations, including how to: Minimize supply chain tasks for clinicians Increase staff knowledge of supply chain operations Develop supply chain metrics for service, quality, and cost Develop supply chain goals and objectives by service line Focus on the management of billable supplies
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Customer Reviews
This book is a fast read and good companion guide to supply chain fundamentals for the non-expert, and is geared towards those hospital executives that have recently assumed responsibilities for improving their supply chain operations. Donald Gravlin Partner & CTO Ernst & Young Healthcare Practice

great reference
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